What is The Club at SJC?

The Club at SJC is a “common use” airport VIP lounge, where ALL passengers can have access to the lounge, regardless of the carrier they’re flying or class of ticket they purchased. Passengers simply purchase a day pass at the reception desk for $40 and they’ll have instant access to all the amenities of an airport lounge.

Passengers can enjoy access to these outstanding amenities:

- Complimentary snacks and beverages, including beer, wine and liquor
- High Speed Wi-Fi
- Workstations with PC’s and printers
- Newspapers, Magazines, TV’s, FIDS
- Shower facility (towels, shampoo, soap and hair dryer are provided)
- VIP conference room (additional charges may apply)

There are no additional charges for the use of the shower facility or the workstations.

The interior design is modern and clean with a décor that is at once comfortable and elegant. The color palette is reminiscent of the natural areas that surround San José. The warm, neutral tones of the upholstery and carpets are complimented by natural materials such as wood and stone for flooring, counters and architectural accents. The furniture builds on the theme of modern yet “beach cozy” by providing warm, comfy and colorful fabrics with wood shells. With a mixture of delicate pendant lights and ample natural daylight, the lounge welcomes travelers with a breezy and casual mood that reflects the vibrant local culture. With approximately 7,400 square feet, the lounge has seating for 128 people and incorporates multiple sitting areas, recharge stations, work stations, bar and a shower facility.

To learn more about “The Club at” brand of lounges, or The Club at SJC, visit www.theclubairportlounges.com

If you’d like to reserve the VIP conference room, please call The Club at SJC directly at 408-441-4550.